Aesthetic since it is widespread, it is evident lie brings something to finger-pom which the temper of the time responds. Every age expresses itself through its own mode and idiom, and it has usually spoken grammatically, I hear it said that the strange grammar and syntax met with among some poets and painters is in accord with the confusion of post-war times.
That the content, at least, of the arts depends in some measure on social conditions, on the place and power of organized religion in the state, on the form of its government, is obvious enough. The architectural setting, too, which again depends on similar conditions, has its effect on painting^ and sculpture, on Giotto's at Padua, Michelangelo's in the Sistine, Bernini's at St Peter's, Rubens' at the Louvre, Boucher's at Versailles. Even Renoir's paintings are more comfortable in the Dieppe villa or the Paris apartment than elsewhere. So abstract art, questionable on an isolated canvas, takes its place on the factory wall, or in the modern flat which is based on the factory. Indeed, it must be admitted, even by unfriendly critics, that the present trend of the arts suits the temper and mood of the moment,
That at least is a genuine service; the artist supplies something that is needed, and thus busy he can indulge in the aerial flights of the aesthetic circus. As Augustus John wrote of the advanced French painters 'these fellows have stumbled upon something'.
But we need an art which causes the spirit to exult, as well as one that delights the eye. For while there are numerous men and women who respond to a lofty interpretation of human aspirations, there is a fraction only who comprehend a similar interpretation of form.
How can we expect, for instance, any general interest in the foreshortened nudes of heavy-limbed women so frequent in picture shows. The Italian painters illustrated subjects of grave hieratic tendency, yet their figures, and the landscapes and flowers, were calculated in Yeats's words to please. a,n amorous woman's eyes and the eyes of a King,
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